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Functional, flexible, and integrated lab-on-chips, based on elastic membranes, are capable of fine 

response to external stimuli, so to pave the way for many applications as sensors for a wide range 

of chemical, physical and biomedical processes as well as mechanical actuators for pumping 

purposes in microchannels [1,2]. Here, we first report on the use of elastic thin membranes (TMs), 

integrated with a reaction chamber, to fabricate a membrane-based pressure sensor (MePS) for 

reaction monitoring [1]. In particular, the TM becomes the key-element in the design of a highly 

sensitive MePS capable to monitor gaseous species production in dynamic and temporally fast 

processes with high resolution and reproducibility.  Indeed, we demonstrate the use of a 

functional MePS integrating polymeric TM by monitoring the dioxygen evolution resulting from 

catalytic hydrogen peroxide dismutation.  The MePS, tested in a range between 2 and 50 Pa, 

allows detecting a dioxygen variation of the μmol L−1 s −1 order.  Then, the pressure gradient 

produced by the oxygen evolution was studied in capillary conditions [3-5] and demonstrated to 

generate autonomous pumping within a microfluidic device [2] . 
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